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IN MANY CULTURAL and historical contexts, warfare has been seen as a quintessentially masculine activity. The qualities of aggressiveness, bravery, and loyalty
which "make" a soldier seem in many ways to define the very category of the
"masculine." The soldier's trade, then, would seem fertile ground for the study of
gender identities and ideologies. Yet remarkably little has emerged in the way of
serious historical work on this question. Nor, for that matter, have labour historians
given much attention to the participation of working-class men in military organizations. The present study will, however, attempt a preliminary step in the direction
of understanding the interaction of gender, class and soldiering in a specific, and
perhaps unexpected, context. White the term "warlike" hardly fits the Canadian
self-image, military service was viewed by many Canadians in the early 20th
century as a vital part of male citizenship. In particular, me years between the end
of the Anglo-Boer War in 1902 and the onset of World War I in 1914 witnessed a
major upsurge of interest in war and the military, constituting what one historian
has called the "Moment of Canadian Militarism."1 This flourishing of Canadian
militarism2 was centred primarily in the province of Ontario, Canada's largest and
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most heavily industrialized, and thus most proletarianized, province. The interaction between masculinity and military service in Ontario, with particular regard to
working-class participation in Canada's citizen Militia, forms the primary focus of
this paper.
While Canada in the 1900s had a small "Permanent Force" of about 3,000
regular soldiers, the vast bulk of Canada's military forces consisted of the Non-Permanent Active Militia (generally referred to simply as "the Militia"),3 a part-time
"citizen army" with units based in numerous cities and towns. By 1914 there were
roughly 30,000 militiamen in Ontario, organized into 9 cavalry regiments, 49
infantry regiments, 18 artillery batteries, and 4 companies of military engineers.
Service in the Militia was open to all male inhabitants of Canada over the age of
eighteen, provided that they were British subjects.5 On joining a local Militia unit,
a man committed himself to twelve days of military training per year for three years,
with a liability to be called out for military duty at any time.6 Thus Militia service,
except for those few men who remained past their three-year term as commissioned
or non-commissioned officers, accounted for only 36 days, a tiny fraction of a man's
life.
One of the salient features of the Militia was its exclusively male character.
During the period covered by this study, and indeed for many years after, no women
served in the Militia in any capacity. Any study of the Militia as a social institution
must take into account the place of "masculinity," as a socially constructed
category, within both militarist discourse and Militia practice. "Masculinity," as
shown quite effectively in recent scholarship, is neither an essential biological
category nor a universal behavioural "role." Instead, its existence is cultural, the
ideas, traits and practices which constitute the "masculine" often being very
different at different times and in different places, and indeed eminently open to
contestation even within a single historical context.7 It is from this standpoint that
the present study will examine the issue. With respect to any theoretical under3
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standing of this question, however, an important proviso must be made. Existing
studies of the relationship between "masculinity" and the military, especially with
respect to "military socialization," tend to focus exclusively on professional soldiers, emphasizing their separation from the rest of society, generally from a tightly
functionalist perspective. Militiamen, in contrast to professional soldiers, remained part of civilian society throughout their period of service, which was, after
all, only part-time. Thus, Militia service, and the ways in which "masculinity" was
constructed with respect to the Militia, must be understood as located within
Ontario society as a whole. Besides "masculinity," then, any social study of the
Militia must take cognizance of such factors as ethnicity and, most importantly
since capitalist social relations had emerged in full bloom in Ontario by the 1900s,
class.9 As militiamen were not separate from civilian society, neither were they
outside of the class-based structure of that society. While a shared "masculinity"
could unite men as a "privileged" group in a patriarchal society, and had a definite
role in shaping class relations, divisions of class and ethnicity cut across gender
lines and made the category of the "masculine" itself problematic. Such at least was
the case in Canada's citizen army of the early 20th century.
While public interest in the Militia in Ontario waxed and waned during the
19th century,10 the Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902 provided a major stimulus to
military pursuits, especially in Ontario, the province in which support for the war
had been strongest.1' Boer War enthusiasm also marked the culmination of a
general late 19th-century trend toward the glorification of irregular "frontier"
soldiers. Many Canadians took great interest in the British Army's colonial campaigns, which were often portrayed in a romantic light by journalists. Colonial
adventurers like "Chinese" Gordon, Frederick Lugard, and Lords Roberts and
Kitchener were held up as sources of inspiration, the emphasis in most accounts
being placed on their individual strength of "character" and perseverance against
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both external and internal challenges.12 Colonial wars were seen almost as a form
of "sport," with particular resemblance to that favourite tradition of the British
upper classes, "the Hunt."13 A similar phenomenon emerged in the United States,
where journalists revelled in the exploits of "Indian fighters" on the western
frontier, Theodore Roosevelt's Rough Riders in the Spanish-American War, and
various overseas military adventurers. Such ideas of war as something other than
a struggle between masses of professional soldiers aided its acceptance as a
legitimate activity by "respectable" Canadian society. It fit in well, moreover, with
the Canadian nationalist self-image of being an "unmilitary" people, whose main
struggles were against weather and wilderness rather than against other nations.
This tended to be reinforced by Canada's memories of its own "small wars," such
as the 1885 North-West Rebellion. Canada's Boer War experience also seemed to
confirm this notion that war was "more a manly triumph over the obstacles of nature
than massive and indiscriminate slaughter."1
The post-Boer War period also saw the rise of a specifically militarist movement in Canada, embodied in such organizations as the Toronto-based Canadian
Military Institute (CMI) and the pro-conscription Canadian Defence League (CDL),
paralleling the growth of a similar movement in the United Kingdom.17 These
organizations counted among their membership many leading figures from the
professional and commercial middle classes, but drew little or no support from the
working classes. Other institutions, particularly those of a right-wing cast such
as The Loyal Orange Association, lent their support to the militarist cause, as did
prominent academics like Queen's University's G.M. Grant.19 While Ontario
1
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clergymen were split on the question of military service, many lauded it for teaching
men "obedience, respect and reverence for authority." ° Such attitudes drew heavily
on the "muscular Christianity" which became a major force in 19th-century
Protestantism, stressing the link between physical strength and prowess and moral
restraint and self-control. Militarism was added to the mix in the numerous
hagiographies of men like Sir Henry Havelock, "hero" of the Relief of Lucknow
in 1857, whose "exemplary" life was seen to combine the roles of Imperial soldier,
evangelical Christian and devoted "family man." Such association between
Imperial jingoism and Christian morals tended to bolster the social "respectability"
of military pursuits, both in Britain and in Canada. While the effect of militarism
on Canadian society can be easily overstated, the CDL having by 1912 attracted only
about 800 full members,24 it should be noted that opponents of militarism in Canada
were alarmed at how the increasing amount of militarist propaganda had "warped
and perverted the sober sense of the people."25
A salient feature of militarist discourse was its invariable appeal to "masculinity," or, more commonly in the parlance of the time, "manliness." The concept of
"manliness" constituted a culturally constructed "gender ideal," a particular set of
traits which were held to constitute "manhood." Such ideals are, of course, subject
to change over time, with certain traits taking precedence over others at any given
time.26 Of significance here is that from the late 19th century, "manliness" came
increasingly to be constructed in militaristic terms, the "warrior" becoming the
quintessential "masculine" figure. One prominent Toronto militarist, for instance,
claimed that "courage is to a man what chastity is to a woman —the one indispensable virtue."2 The correspondence between "manliness" and prowess in war can
be linked to the influence of the "martial races" theory, prevalent in British military
circles, which held that some "racial" groups were by nature better soldiers than
others. Field-Marshal Lord Roberts, for instance, a popular hero in Canada as well
20
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as in Britain, made much of the supposed superiority of the "warlike races'* of
Northwestern India over the "effeminate peoples" of the South.28 Here we see the
gender ideal emerge clearly as a normative standard; the "masculinity" of the
warrior juxtaposed against the "femininity" of the supposedly weak and ineffectual.29 The misogyny underlying this ideology is clearly evident in one officer's
claim that any boy who "does not like drill and military exercises ... is not a boy
and has been put into pants by mistake."30
Within Canadian militarist discourse, part-time citizen soldiers were valued
much more highly than were professional "mercenaries." The "Militia myth," a
notion that highly motivated amateur soldiers were more effective in modem
warfare than regular troops, was a salient feature of early 20th-century Canadian
military thought.31 While the former were viewed as exemplars of a patriotic
devotion to duty, the latter were frequently seen as, in the words of one Canadian
Militia Minister, mere "bar room loafers."32 This image appeared to have been
confirmed by the experience of the Boer War. Many Canadians believed that in
South Africa their volunteers had performed as well as, if not better than, the
overly-disciplined British regulars, who were generally seen as "low-bred mercenaries," hardly the equal of patriotic citizens. This was seen as evidence that any
patriotic Canadian "with sane direction and a little genuine honest rifle shooting ...
could beat the world."33
There was, as well, another side to the "Militia myth": not only were citizen
soldiers held to make better soldiers, they also supposedly made better citizens,
imbued with a sense of duty greater than that of those who were not trained to arms.
The link between "masculinity" and the concept of "citizenship" in the context of
early 20th century Canada was much more than rhetorical, given that women were
denied the franchi se and thus could not participate fully in the rights of the "citizen."
Arguments about military service and "good citizenship" were almost invariably
framed in the language of "manliness." The CDL touted the Militia as "a school of
manliness" in which men could be "educated physically, intellectually, morally and
nationally." 4
28
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"Manliness," however, separated not only men from women, it separated men
from "boys." Maurice Hutton claimed that military training could turn a boy "from
a hooligan into a self-contained, restrained and self-respecting person."3 Here, of
course, the language of "manliness" came to stand in for the politics of class. C.F.
Hamilton maintained, for instance, that military training would result in "physical
improvement" in men, especially those of a "more depressed ... social position,"
and in addition promoted "positive mental improvement" with regard to "promptness, a sense of duty, the power of working in concert [and] the habit of accepting
instructions from authorized persons."3 William Hamilton Merritt, an outspoken
promoter of universal military service, claimed that working-class recruits would
learn "the discipline of the heart, which is ... natural to the better class of men and
carries the coarser natures along with it." It was, of course, common at the time
for middle-class ideologues to treat working-class adults as if they were unruly
"children." "Maturity" came increasingly in this context to be equated with middle-class ideals of self-control and obedience, not to mention with industrial
discipline. The rhetoric of "manliness" in militarist discourse of the 1900s seemed
indeed to have been directed as much toward building a quiescent labour force as
a battle-worthy army.
Claims that military training would create "a healthy and law-abiding citizenry" drew favourable support from such middle-class groups as the Imperial
Order of the Daughters of the Empire and the Women's Christian Temperance
Union (WCTU). The supposed function of the militia as a vehicle for socialization
took on an even greater importance for militarists in what was a period of growing
industrial unrest. 9 Referring to the question of labour as a "bug-a-boo," Merritt
condemned "labourers who are not loyal... and whose only interest is a Union and
not a Nation."40 He saw military training as a way to stem the growing socialist
movement he claimed was spreading north from the United States, concluding that
the "false notions" of socialism would dissipate if "all classes of men, brought
together by the common duty of military service, should mix freely with each
other."41 Yet, as one historian has noted, the claimby militarists that military service
would reduce crime and other social disorders was never backed up by any hard
empirical evidence.42 It is, in fact, rather hard to see how 36 days spent learning
35
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parade-square drill, marksmanship, and rudimentary tactics could have altered
young men's characters sufficiently to produce any great beneficial effects for
society as a whole.
But "masculinity" in the discourse of militarism was not a totalizing category
unto itself; rather, it was linked inextricably to ethnicity, particularly that of the
dominant element in Ontario's population. As a cultural movement, Canadian
militarism was tied closely to support of the British Empire as well as the capitalist
socio-economic order. Militarists tended to be outspokenly anti-American in their
rhetoric, particularly with respect to what they saw as the northward spread of
"non-British" culture and ideas. The close ties between Canadian trade unionists
and their counterparts south of the border was of particular concern to Ontario's
pro-Imperialists.44 Militia service was particularly attractive in this respect, given
that, of all of Canada's social institutions, the Militia had perhaps the strongest
connection to Britain in this period of growing "continentalism." Militia service
was embraced most heartily by Canadians of British birth or descent, the commanding officer of London's 7th Fusiliers noting in 1912 that about 60 percent of the
membership of the regiment were "Old Country men" who had emigrated to
Canada.45 The whole militarist construction of "masculinity" in Canada was to a
degree ethnically based, reflecting a "British" notion of "manliness" derived in
large part from Charles Kingsley's "muscular Christianity" of the 19th century, in
which "manliness" was linked to a revival of English cultural chauvinism.46 Indeed,
particularly in colonial contexts, "manliness" came to be seen as a defining
characteristic of "Britishness," against which the ethnic "other" was measured and,
in most cases, found wanting.47
Given the Militia's status as a primary bastion of "British, Orange, Imperialist
society," and its embrace of an explicitly Anglocentric notion of "masculinity,"
its position with respect to Ontario's diverse ethnic makeup was, at best, ambivalent. Many of the traditions and icons of the Militia tended, for instance, to be both
anti-French and anti-Irish Catholic. Despite the sizeable francophone population in
Eastern Ontario, there were no French-speaking regiments in the province, and
anti-French sentiment, either implicit or explicit, was frequently a feature of the
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rhetoric of the promoters of militarism, particularly in celebrations of the suppression of the 1885 rebellion.49 Canadians of Irish Catholic descent were similarly not
within the range of favoured ethnic groups.50 Resistance to the "Fenian Raids" of
1866 and 1870, considered by many to be one of the foremost accomplishments of
the Canadian Militia, was seen as having been a defence not only of Canada but of
Protestantism.51 The position of the Militia with respect to Ontario's other ethnic
groups was likewise problematic. While some militarists saw Militia service as a
way of assimilating new immigrants, particularly those unfamiliar with the country's largely British traditions and institutions,52 others saw the Militia as a bulwark
against the growing immigrant population. The Militia Council claimed in 1905
that in Canada "the enormous influx of population containing ... a large proportion
of aliens" gave added importance to the militia's role in maintaining the "civil
power." In a 1903 strike against power companies in Niagara Falls, the Militia
were called out primarily to "awe the strikers." This action had apparently as much
to do with racism as with class antagonism, the Hamilton Spectator noting that the
local authorities wanted to take advantage of the "excitable nature" of the striking
workers, who were mainly "Italians, Negroes, Poles, Hungarians and Croatians."
The contrast between this stereotype and that of the "manly" Briton, clearly
indicates an ethnic aspect to the construction of military "masculinity" in Canada.
Some of Ontario's ethnic groups did, however, find a place in the Militia,
notably the Scots, who fit (if somewhat uncomfortably) into the general category
of "British." From the late 19th century, several "Highland" infantry regiments
were formed, providing a link between the military and the cultural identity of
Canadians of Scottish origin or ancestry.55 In many cases, "Highland" regiments
tended to be such in name and appearance only, members often having no connection to the Highlands of Scotland. The popularity of these units had more to do with
the romantic appeal of Highland dress, and with such storied exploits as those of
the "Thin Red Line" at Balaclava, than with any actual ethnic affinity.56 Some
49
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members of Ontario's aboriginal communities, notably the Six Nations Iroquois,
also managed to find a place in the ranks of Canada's part-time army. Military
service, particularly among the Iroquois, descendants of Britain's 18th-century
allies, was a popular pursuit in the 1900s. Over 200 "chiefs and warriors" from Six
Nations Reserve were present in the ranks of the 37th Haldimand Rifles at Niagara
Camp in 1908, making up over half die regiment's active strength. Moreover, they
accounted for almost all the second- and third-year men in the unit, and Captain
J.S. Johnson, one of the company commanders, was a member of Six Nations.
Iroquois militiamen were also prominent in the 26th Middlesex Light Infantry, and
made up the entire strength of the regiment's highly-regarded baseball team.58
Frederick Onondeyoh Loft of Six Nations, in addressing the CM I in 1909, proclaimed that his people were "instinctively soldiers" and that their traditions of
"chivalry" could make a valuable contribution to the Militia if even more were
encouraged to join. The men of Six Nations were thus able, within the Militia at
least, to participate in the same "masculinity" as British Canadian men. But unlike
the Scots, the cultural distinctiveness of aboriginal recruits was not formally
embraced by the Militia..
Ontario society was divided not only with respect to ethnicity, but along lines
of class, and these divisions were evident in the social structure of die Militia. Class
affiliation, as in the British Army, was most marked in the distinction between
officers and other ranks, but tiiere was one important difference between Canada
and Britain in this regard. While officers in the British Army and auxiliary forces
were drawn largely from men of (usually landed) "private means," Ontario for the
most part lacked such a "so-called leisure class," and consequently drew most of
its officers from die professional and business classes. Thus Canada's military
leadership was much more middle-class in its orientation Uian was its British
counterpart. As in Britain, however, the "hoi polloi" were excluded from the officer
corps. Officers had to be able to afford expensive uniforms and kits, and those who
lacked the means to keep up either the appearance or the "social obligations" of
officer status were effectively shut but from higher rank.61 Any flaunting of
"superior" social status by Militia officers, however, drew criticism from those who
did "not want to perpetuate in Canada those old world distinctions fliat prevailed]
"Toronto Globe, 20 June 1908.
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in the old country." Promoters of military service clearly felt a need to keep up
at least the appearance of egalitarianism and meritocracy within the citizen army.
For young officers, the social exclusiveness of the commissioned ranks was a
prime attraction of Militia service. The officers' messes of the larger city regiments
were frequently as grandly appointed as the most prestigious private clubs, though
without high membership fees. A position in the officer corps could also be an
avenue for social mobility, providing as it did an opportunity to mix with community leaders who filled senior posts in local regiments.63 Militia officers were often
first in line for political patronage appointments, and service was seen as a useful
way of making political contacts. Local units, meanwhile, were "political machines" in another respect, with even minor appointments being doled out as
partisan patronage. Indeed, in 1884, one American critic referred to the Canadian
Militia as "a kind of military Tammany." Particularly strong were the Militia's
ties to the Conservative Party. In 1904, the Ottawa Free Press called the militia "a
Tory hive" in which almost all senior positions went to Conservative party supporters.66 The partisan nature of the Canadian Militia was particularly galling to the
British generals who were sent to supervise administration and training.67 MajorGeneral Ivor Herbert, for instance, complained that officers in rural regiments were
nothing but "political hacks" while city regiments behaved more like "social clubs"
than military units.68 This politicization of the officer corps contributed, of course,
to its social exclusiveness, and belied to some extent the image of "classless"
masculine solidarity which promoters of Militia service sought to achieve.
While Militia service was clearly advantageous to would-be officers, its
attraction to men who would join as private soldiers with little hope of attaining
commissions was less obvious. Indeed, for the most part, the Militia in the early
20th century had much less problem finding officers than it did in persuading men
of more humble social background to join the ranks.69 Some branches of the service,
though, carried their own sort of prestige. The cavalry, for instance, tended to be
rather restrictive in its membership since both officers and other ranks had to
62
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provide their own horses for training. This tended to keep men of a proletarian
background out of cavalry regiments, a point not lost on military leaders. The
requirement for horses helped assure, according to one senior officer, that these
units were "composed of men who ha[d] a stake in the country." Indeed, in the
1890s, Major-General Herbert claimed that having too many working-class men in
the ranks could lead to problems when the Militia was required to deal with labour
disputes. He advocated the creation of a higher proportion of cavalry regiments,
since these consisted primarily of men from the "better c lasses."7 Specialized corps
like the Canadian Engineers, meanwhile, drew much of their membership from the
emerging professional classes. The 5th Field Company, formed at Kingston in
1910, was composed almost entirely of students from Queen's University.73 Yet
the bulk of Ontario's Militia units were infantry regiments, which for the most part
lacked the social prestige of other branches of the service, and whose membership
consisted mainly of men from the labouring classes.
Service in the infantry could, however, also be an attractive proposition to
working-class men, particularly when it came to the larger and more prestigious
urban units. There were clear advantages in belonging to one of the "better" urban
infantry regiments, particularly one led by a charismatic and enthusiastic commanding officer. Lieutenant-Colonel Henry Pellatt, for instance, an eccentric Toronto
millionaire and commanding officer of the Queen's Own Rifles, wasa great lover
of military pageantry and never hesitated in lavishing money on his regiment for
uniforms, accoutrements, training and trips to Buffalo and New York City.
Service in the Queen's Own Rifles became so attractive in the early 1900s that the
regiment was generally a couple of hundred men over its officially established
strength, and in 1906 the regiment was authorized to expand from one to two
battalions. Toronto's other infantry regiments, the 10th Royal Grenadiers and the
48th Highlanders, were also frequently over-strength during this period, a reflection
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no doubt of Toronto's status as the "military capital" of Canada. These regiments,
along with other big-city units like Ottawa's Governor General's Foot Guards and
Hamilton's 13 th Royal Regiment, formed an unofficial corps d 'elite of the Militia,
drawing largely on the white-collar working class for recruits.
The Militia was particularly attractive to white-collar workers at a time in
which their "middle class" status appeared in jeopardy due to declining pay, status,
and opportunity for social mobility. Since senior Militia officers were also often
important employers of labour, joining the Militia could be a step toward gaining
civilian employment for young, inexperienced men.7 Moreover, the Militia provided such men with an "exclusively male bastion," one of increasing importance
given the ever-greater number of women entering the clerical work force and
threatening that occupation's "masculine" status. In such circumstances, membership in the militia was not only "a badge of respectability, but a clear affirmation
of manliness."79 In some respects, the obsession with things military may have
formed part of a masculinist backlash against "first-wave" feminism by those who
felt their social position to be endangered.80 One should be careful, however, not
to over-generalize here. The "white-collar" nature of the Militia may not have been
so great outside the major cities of Toronto, Ottawa, and Hamilton. It is somewhat
questionable whether a smaller c ity would have had a sufficiently large white-collar
workforce to sustain a 600-man infantry regiment.'
Bolstering the cultural appeal of the Militia was its British-style "regimental"
system, which placed the regiment, a unit of roughly 600 to 800 men, as the central
focus of identity and loyalty for its members, rather than fostering allegiance to the
army as a whole. Indeed, it is rather misleading to refer to men joining an entity
called "the Militia;" rather each man joined a local regiment with its own unique
customs and network of surrogate "kinship" relations. The regiment, with its strict
hierarchy and rules of deference, was perhaps the quintessential "patriarchal"
institution, its commanding officer being referred to commonly as the "Old Man."
Regimental ideology was characterized by an obsession with lineage, genealogy,
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and continuity, and with the minutiae of uniforms and decorations. The regimental
system, moreover, actively fostered a paternalistic relationship between officers
and men. Indeed, military historian John Keegan has compared the British regi82

ment, as an institution, to a "large, comfortable Victorian county family." The
sense of "belonging" provided by the regiment was, one might add, of particular
importance given the social dislocation consequent to the development of industrial
capitalism.
Canadian regiments were, like their British counterparts, territorially based,
each unit drawing its strength from a particular city or county. This fostered a strong
sense of shared identity between the unit and the local community. As one local
resident noted of the 41st Brockville Rifles, "in the old days the Rifles was
Brockville and Brockville was the Rifles."85 The territorial affiliation of Militia
regiments was vital to the success of recruiting, adding as it did to the Militia's local
prestige. This relationship tended generally to be symbiotic, Militia regiments being
seen as important assets to communities. Local community leaders and journalists
were often effusive in their praise of local units, particularly in smaller cities like
Brantford and Peterborough, where the presence of a well-turned-out Militia unit
was both a source of civic pride and an asset to "boosterism" in small but growing
cities. 4 Militia service gave working-class men an opportunity to participate more
fully in a civic life generally confined to the middle classes.
The local Militia also played an important role as "public spectacle." Ceremonial parades by local Militia units were a common feature of various local celebrations, and regimental bands in particular were a major attraction at public events.85
Tactical exercises by the Militia frequently drew large crowds of spectators, who
came to cheer the military prowess of their "soger boys."86 The Militia consciously
played up to the widespread interest in things military. Units in Toronto, Hamilton,
Ottawa, Brockville, and other centres often held public "field days" at Thanksgiving and other public holidays, performing military manoeuvres for the entertainment of local crowds. Local councils and societies, especially in smaller centres,
arranged for "sham battles" in their locales, hoping to attract "famous" regiments
from Toronto or Hamilton which would assure maximum attendance.88 Such
demonstrations were more for show than for any true military purpose. As one
writer noted, Militia training "sometimes seemed to have as much to do with the
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social columns in newspapers as with the Military Gazette."*9 That the Militia
enabled men from the labouring classes to participate in, rather than merely observe,
public spectacles, was a further boon to recruiting.
Related to the "public spectacle" aspect of the Militia were its distinctive and
often colourful uniforms, which provided men with an opportunity to "dress up"
while maintaining a distinctively "masculine" orientation. Indeed, the "glitter" of
military dress and accoutrements was seen by contemporaries as one of the prime
attractions of military service. The characteristic hussar uniform of busby, pelisse
and tight-fitting trousers was in particular valued for "the extraordinary effect it
produce[d] not least in the feminine heart."91 Highland kilts and sporrans, which
added a "striking appearance" to their already-strong ethnic appeal, were a particularly popular choice of military dress in Ontario, notwithstanding the reported
bashfulness of some men when it came to baring their legs in public.92 Uniform
styles were, of course, subject to fashion. After the Boer War, khaki uniforms,
which had become associated with "real soldiers," came briefly into vogue as a
"manly" form of martial dress. In 1903, Hamilton's 13th Regiment exchanged
scarlet and black for khaki, which many volunteers thought was more "glamorous"
than "old-fashioned,. commonplace scarlet." Within a few years, however, as
•excitement over South Africa gradually waned, die men agitated for a return to
scarlet tunics in order to compete with the sartorial "spectacle of the newly formed
91st Highlanders. In general, though, as the anachronistic nature of bright blue
or scarlet military garb became increasingly obvious, the Militia gradually switched
over to more "businesslike" khaki uniforms.9'1 By the spring of 1914, even the 48th
Highlanders had discarded their distinctive white shell jackets for khaki.95
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officers, NCOS, and men with "attractive and homelike club rooms with comfortable
furniture, a piano, magazines and papers, card and table games." An attractive
armoury, which could provide such a "club" atmosphere at no cost to members,
was generally seen as a major stimulus in recruiting.98 Armouries were used
frequently for banquets, parties, and other "little blowouts," held for officers and
men on holidays and after annual inspections. Squadrons or companies which
lacked properly outfitted armouries generally had problems maintaining interest on
the part of militiamen. The Earl of Dundonald, a former Commander of the
Militia, noted that "cold and comfortless" drill halls, many of which were "nothing
more than stores cupboards," discouraged enlistment, and argued that the construction of armouries large enough to provide social space would be well worth the
, loi

.

•

cost.
. '
Armouries, like the regiments which trained in them, could be a major source
of pride for the local community, further cementing the link between the Militia
and civilian society. The armoury in Lincoln, for instance, was "used for concerts
and stage attractions, a skating rink in winter and an exhibition hall at the fair."102
When a new armoury, one of the largest in Canada, was completed in Guelph in
1909, the local District Commander told the crowd assembled for its grand opening
that "You have not an Armoury here, you have a palace." Sam Hughes, Militia
Minister from 1911, was particularly attuned to the importance of attractive
armouries in building up both regimental esprit de corps and local support for the
Militia. When he became Minister of Militia in 19 i 1, he embarked on an ambitious
scheme of building a "vast network of new armouries." In keeping with the tradition
of patronage in the Canadian Militia, the "first and biggest" of the new facilities
was erected in Hughes' home town of Lindsay.104
The Militia also provided ample opportunity for men to take part in organized
sports. Sports engaged in by Militia units included baseball, basketball, ice hockey,
lacrosse, rugby, wrestling, tugs of war, and pushball, to mention but a few.105
Indeed, at times competitive sports seem to have taken on as much importance for
Militia units as matters of a purely military nature. The 8th (Gananoque) Field
Battery, for instance, prided itself on being a "top-notcher" in sports as well as in
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artillery practice. Sport fit in well with the increasing emphasis on "competitiveness" in the social construction of "masculinity" which characterized the growth
of industrial capitalism.107 It also provided the Militia with a link to working-class
culture, where sport was assuming ever greater centrality during this period.1
There was, however, some ambiguity in the middle-class response to the Militia's
embrace of athleticism. From 1901, Hamilton's 13fh Regiment staged boxing
matches to supplement regimental funds, but these events were soon shut down
when the local press complained about the way they led to the Militia being
associated with "violence."'09 Clearly, some forms of "violence" were more
acceptable to middle-class morals than others, swords and rifles being somehow
less vulgar than fisticuffs. Moreover, the spectacle of "real" violence outside of the
"respectable" constraints of the military's strictly-ordered hierarchical structure
rattled paternalistic sensibilities in a way that the idea of preparing for wars in
faraway countries with exotic names never could. "Battles" happened in places like
Omdurman or Magersfontein, while male violence, particularly associated with the
working classes, could and did occur much, much closer to home.
Besides offering tire opportunity to engage in public spectacles and organized
sports, the Militia provided other positive incentives to members of the ranks.
Within regiments, commanding officers frequently awarded prizes for marksmanship in order to encourage rifle practice.1 ° For the best shots, there was the
opportunity to attend district and national competitions and, for the very best, a
chance to compete for the King's Prize at Bisley. ' ' ' Cavalry regiments, meanwhile,
awarded prizes for signalling and horsemanship, and prizes were given out in
artillery units to reward proficiency in gunnery, horsemanship, and other skills, and
to stimulate competition, held to be "the predominant instinct in both man and
beast."112 Again, the "competitive" ideal of "masculinity" came into play. Some
senior officers complained, though, that prizes had come to be seen as an end in
themselves, rather than as a means of achieving "military efficiency."113
Another attraction of Militia service, particularly in the more affluent city
regiments, were the frequent trips by Militia units to various towns and cities in
Ontario and New York State. For a number of men of the 7th Fusiliers, a Dominion
Day trip to Ottawa in 1906 was the first time they had been away from London
overnight Such trips were usually paid for out of regimental funds to which officers
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and men contributed, although for very special occasions the Militia Department
footed some or all of the bill.1 "* One of the biggest Militia events of the Edwardian
period was the celebration of the Quebec Tercentenary in 1908, in which contingents from all Ontario Militia units participated.115 On occasion, even overseas
travel was a possibility. In 1910, to celebrate his regiment's fiftieth anniversary,
Henry Pellatt took the Queen's Own Rifles, at his own expense, to the United
Kingdom for manoeuvres with the British Army at Aldershot. Another opportunity came in 1911, when 706 Canadian militiamen were selected for a trip to
England to attend the Coronation o f King George V. n 7 Such opportunities for travel
wou Id normally havebeenwellbeyondthemeansof most working-class Ontarians.
For rural regiments, and increasingly from 1908 for city regiments, the main
event in Militia life was their two weeks summer training, when thousands of men
gathered in regional camps located in various parts of Ontario. While offering an
opportunity for practical training, camp was generally a mixed blessing for the men.
While food was rarely in short supply, camp life was hardly one of luxury.
Though the experience of "roughing it" may have been attractive to some recruits,
available evidence indicates that harsh living conditions in camp were more often
a disincentive to Militia service. The open-topped canvas latrines used in most
camps were very unpopular and, combined with the general neglect of proper
facilities for the comfort of the troops, tended to discourage men from returning to
camp after theirfirstyear. Matters improved considerably when the YMCA began
to set up facilities, including dry canteens, post offices, and reading rooms, in the
camps.
Moreover, the locations of most camps were far from ideal, with
conditions ranging from the muddy quagmire of Rockliffe Camp, near Ottawa, to
the "choking dust" of the artillery camp at Petawawa.121 No matter where camps
were located, the Militia had to cope with the difficulties of conducting military
activities in red serge jackets and black woollen trousers in the fierce heat and
humidity of the Ontario summer.122 But despite these obstacles, Militia officials
endeavoured to attract men to training by making summer camp a cultural as well
as a military experience. During the evenings, men participated in picnics, singalongs, practical jokes and the ubiquitous team sports.123 In Niagara, visiting the
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